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Celebrates The ROaring Twenties

by Heid~ Steiner

•

On June 10, 1963, Gov~rnor
.Farris Bryant signed a bill giving the State Board of Education the go-ahead to establish a
new university.

T

•

•

•

hus, UCF (originally name4 Florida ~echno·logical University) was formed.
Now, UCF celebrates its mid-twenties
.
homecoming anniversary with the theme of
the "Roaring '20s." And UCF has much to celebrate.
The "untouchable" football team is in its first year
as Division I-AA and is now 6-3.
"Our performance week after week indicates this is
the best team we have had," UCF Coach Gene
McDowell said. ''We've 'got phenomenal coaches and
players. They are a strong team. This is not mediocrity."
UCF is also celebrating a new presidency. Dr.
Steven Altman will take part in his first homecoming
as president of UCF.
·
·
'q went to homecoming last year and was very
impressed," Alt~an said. "It provided a great opportunity for the university to come together with the
faculty, staff, students and alumrn and share in the
great progress of our university. I'll be in the parade
this year and am excited about it."
Although "you can't touch" the UCF Knights, their
"roar" will be heard and viewed on national television
this year. MTV is filming homecoming and it will air
Nov.16and17 on MTV's 24-Hour Street Party.
Approximately 22,000 students fill the UCF campus. Due to the population expansion, CEBA II
opened in January. A Fieldhouse and Arts Complex
are now under construction.
As UCF grows, Homecoming is a time to celebrate
the Knights' 27th anniversary ofgaining a university.

See Homecoming stories on page 6.
Homecoming section coordinated by Heidi Steiner
Homecoming artwork by Bnan Wente
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appeals
rejected statutes
.Adams: administration took its job a little too far
tions by the president [Steven Altman],
administration and Board of Regents,
who control the administrative funcThe decision to suspend Student tions of the University of Central FlorGovernment's statutes has been ap- ida.'.. ," says Adams' appeal, which is
pealed to the university president and dated Oct. Z6.
He said if his appeal is upheld, UCF
the state Board of Regei;-its .
Sen_ Tim Adams (South Orlando administrators will not be able to make
campus) appealed the
arbitrary rulings.
"They used a heavyOct. 18 decision because
handed approach to do
he did not feel the UCF
what they did to us, but
administration had the
they treated our rights
right to suspend SG statvery lightly," he said.
utes.
"In the real world, you
"There's no law or anyhave to give notice whenthing that gives them a
ever you take action
right to do what they did,"
he said.
against somebody," he
He said UCF adminissaid.
· Adams also criticized
trators may have violated
Dr. Lee Tubbs, vice presistudents' rights to due
.dent of Student Affairs.
process and assembly.
Tim Adams
"You don't just violate
Tubbs came up with
people's rights like that," he s.aid.
the plan for suspending SG's statutes
"This appeal seeks to exhaust the and holding the new elections.
-"He never thought that anybody was
administrative remedies that stand in
the path of court actions, including pe- going to· challenge this [the statute
titions for injunctive relief and are suspension] in the way that I'm chalrequest for ac- lenging it," Adams said.
sought as emergency
.
\
by Tom KQpacz
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HAMMER TIME
Glen easel, junior business major, and Mark Gallarelli, senior majoring in graphic
design, work on Sigma Chi's Homecoming Float outside the Sigma Chi house.

Denoy DeBoer/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Members of Alpha Phi Omega fraternity, a service organization, collect foed for
the needy in a campus canned food drive.

Computer team wins
regi~nal con)petition
contest was over, we got excited because we knew we were going to win."
The other team members are:
A team of UCF students won a re- Robert Franceschini, Peter Popovich
gional computer programming compe- and Mark Schnitzius.
The University of Florida placed
tition Oct. 27 and will compete for the
third and .Florida-state University finnational title in March.
The UCF computer programming ished fourth. Other competitors inteam beat 50 colleges and universities cluded Auburn, Cle~son, Duke, Georto win the Southeast Regional Pro- gia Tech, Mississippi and Vanderbilt.
The UCF and FIU teams will comgramming Contest for the second year
pete
with 22 other rein a row.
gional winners and runThe competition, sponners~up from across the
sored by the Association "We not only
country in March in San
for Computing Machinery,
Antonio, Texas.
was held at Auburn Uni- won, we domiOrooji said the team has
versity.
a chance to do well in the
The four UCF students nated."
finals.
solved nine out of 10 prob"I wouldn't be surprised
lems they were given. The
- Dr. Ali Orooji to see them in the top five,"
second-place team, FlorTeam Adviser he said.
ida International UniverHowever, Gouge seems
sity, solved six of the probeven more optimistic.
lems.
"I think we have a pretty good
Dr. Ali Orooji, the team's faculty
adviser, said the difference between chance of winning," he said.
A second team from UCF placed
scores is usually closer.
''We not only won,
dominated," 14th in the contest.
''We have a very good second team,"
he said .
Team member Chris Gouge, ajunior Orooji said. "They would have done
majoring in electrical engineering,
see PROGRAMMERS page 4
said, "About 20 minutes before the

by. J.C. Smith
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Altman to expand business exchange program in Europe
•

by Sheila Howard
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF President Steven Altman traveled with a
professor to Europe Oct. 23-30 to establish a Bachelor
of Science degree program in Switzerland and to
expand UCF's business exchange program already in
place in Holland.
Altman and Dr. Abra.ham Pizam, a hospitality
management professor, spent their first day at
Tilberg University in Holland, where 16 UCF students are enrolled in the business program.
UCF and Florida State University are the only two
universities in Florida that have an exchange program with TU.

Altman hoped to coordinate a statewide program, officials and business people to le.a rn more about the
which would enable students from other universities European economy.
to earn credits in business at TU.
Altman and Pizam's next stop was Bourevret,
UCF professor Dr. Tom Martin is teaching busi- Switzerland.
ness courses at TU this semester.
The state of Vala is, Switzerland, provided $5 mil"The students at TU have a greater degree of lion for construction of the building. It plans to proindependence in their studies," Altman said.
vide the building and staff for an American instituTheir final grade is determined by averaging a tion to be constructed in Brig, Switzerland, in conmidterm and final exam. No other tests are given.
junction with the Institute of Hotel Management in
In addition to a formal education, public transpor- Bourevret. UCF, the University of Massachusetts,
tation provides travel opportunities- and learning Virginia Tech and Washington State University are
experiences. "It's really exciting to be in Europe right competing for the opportunity to participate in the
~aje~
.
now," Altman said.
The UCF students spending the semester abroad
toured Belgium and Paris to meet with government
see ALTMAN page 5
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Group promotes engineering at high schools
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics displays
by Troy A. Pierce
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF student members of the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics officially "launched"
their high school outreach program Friday.
The program, a combined effort of Steve George,
Mike Johnson, John Moloney and Matt White, focuses on the promotion of the engineering sciences to
area high school students.
The presentation by these aerospace engineering
seniors includes a display of their national award-

award-wi~riing

winning aircraft, a video of the aircraft's construc- something had to be done on a local level."
"We have got to excite high school students about
tion, commentary on the options available to engineers and a three-minute mock propulsion design ·careers in engineering," George added. "If we concontest using balloons, cotton swabs, paper clips and vince only two students to decide to go into an engineering program, we will have succeeded on our
rubber bands.
Three physics classes at University High School small level."
Moloney and George both commented about the
listened to and participated in the presentation Friday, and dates have been scheduled for Lyman and serious responsibility each campus organization has
to its specific interests and to the local community.
Oviedo high schools.
·
Further, they issued a challenge for every UCF
Moloney explained the reason for starting the outreach program: 'With the sharp decline in American organization to pursue activities that inform and
students entering the various fields of engineering, involve the public on a regular basis.

Orlando man arrested, charged
with ·carrying handgun on campus
by Mary Watkins
STAFF REPORTER

UCF Police arrested an
Orlando man on campus Oct.
25 on three charges, including
trespassing with a loaded gun.
Police arrested -Peter S.
Irwin, .25, 12158 Pepperdine
Place.
Irwin has an extensive
criminal history, according to

aircraft, gives options for engineers

police.
near McCullough Road so he
According to UCF Det./Sgt. , was also charged with crimiTom Gorbas, Irwin was appar- nal mischief. UCF's Physical
ently drunk and sleeping in his Plant estimated the damage to
car near a "No Trespassing'' be $50.
sign on McCullough Road.
Gorbas said Irwin was also
Gorbas said Irwin was charged with resisting arrest
wearing a shoulder holster without violence for lying
and had a fully loaded 9mm about his name and his social
handgun on the floor of his car. security number.
P9lice reported that Irwin
"He is a street-smart kid,"
tore up some grass with his car • Gorbas said.

P,ROGRAMMERS
FROM PAGE3

better ifit wasn't for lack of experience."
Robert Cargill, Bill Horan,
Natt Lavoie and Glenn Martin
make up the second team.
Rick Duggan is 'the alternate.
All nine progr.a mmers were
chosen at a local contest in
September.
Dr. John Leeson and former
team members David Van
Brackle and Joe Apple create
practice problems.
Orooji said the teams practiced for eight hours ~very

Saturday for the last two
months. Practices were similar to the actual competition.
Each team of four was given
one computer and six hours ta
solve eight to 12 math, algorithmic and simulation problems.
"They have to share the
computer," Orooji said. ''That's
a major strategy we work on
during practices."
Gouge said the team's victory will bring more recognition to UCF and help graduates find better jobs.
"By making UCF look better, it makes our degrees more
valuable," he said.
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qood Knight Offer!
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Check-up includes:
;) initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays •
Offer good .vvith Valid UCF l.D. Only 1
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EXPIRES 1'2/7/90
GOOD ON INITIAL VISIT ONLY

1282-2101
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·rnE PATIENT. AND THE OTHER PERSON RESPo~,;s 1 aLE FOR
PAYMENTHAS ARIGHTTO REFUSE TO PAY.CANC!:LPAYMt:NT
On BE REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANYOTrlEflSERVICE.
EX..\lwllNATION OR lREATMENT WHICH IS PER~ORMED AS A
RESULT OF ANO WITHIN 72 HOURS OF R~SPONO I NG TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE. DISCOUNTED FEE. OR REDUCED FEE SERVlCE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
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11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817

•

Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)
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ACROSS FROM UCF
SPECIAL
(Coupon Necessary)

r--------------1·
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Expires 11/17/90

•

2 large, 2 item pizzas
$7 .99
Expires 11/17/90

•

--------------L
• ---------------I-•

381-0577

2 small, 2 Item pizzas
$5.99

I

Any wh9le grinder w/32 oz.
drink $3.99

UNIVERSITY 8 Ul"PES

NEXT TO UCF CREDIT UNION
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News cIips

.. -

Mary McKinney, director of
Student Financial Aid, wishes
to inform students of a problem with a financial aid organization.
Many students may have
received a flier from an organization called Advanced Tuition Assistance regarding
sources of financial aid. This
organization is a private, forprofit company which only
provides a list. of possible re- ,
sources.
This flier guarantees "results" when, in fact, they can
only guarantee a list of six to
25 financial aid sources.
Furthermore, manyofthese
sources they provide may be of
an obvious nature (Pell Grant,
PLUS loans, Stafford loans,
State Grants and Perkins
loans).
The local library and Student Financial Aid office provide access to this and mor~
pertinent data at no cost.
McKinneyurgesstudentsto
evaluate such services with ·
caution, and _know what
they're purchasing.
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• NEW FACULTY

film.

include academic and student . 45-minute
Auditions are
affairs for the College.Debbie from 7:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Nov.
Phillis has joined the Dean's 8 and from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
office as the academic adviser. Nov. 9 in the University DinWith these additions, the ing Room.
.
Four men and two women
college now has an advisement
office in place. The office will between18and30yearsofage
provide a wide variety of serv- are neede'd as major characices to students including gen- ters. All types are needed for
eral advisement, SASS report extra work. For an appointinformation, registration and ment time, call Husayn Fraprogram information.
zier at 299-0227.
•FOOD DRIVES

.

•SOVIET SOCIETY

• The Society for the Advancement of Management is
having a food drive for the
needy. They ask UCF to remember the less fortunate on
Thanksgiving.
Please bring donated food
from Nov. 8-19 to designated
locations in CEBA II, the
Administration Building and
other campus locations.
For information, contact Dr. P.
Lewis- in the management
department, or David Lee at
679-6481.
• The bookstore is· also
sponsoring a canned food drive
in cooperation with the SalvatiQn Army.
The cans may be deposited
in a box in the lobby of the
bookstore. The drive will continue until Nov. 16.

In the College of Health and
Professional Studies, two faculty have been added to the Dean's office.
· • FILM AUDITIONS
The Video Production
Dr. Wendell,C. Lawth·e rhas
been selected as an Associate Committee in association with
Dean. His responsibilities will UCF is holding auditions for a

.

The
Soviet-American
Friendship Society will host
feature speaker Nick Klock,- of
Winter Springs, at a meeting
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the
thirdfloormeetingroomofthe
Orlando Public Library. :
Klock, who has traveled to
the Soviet Union several
times, will speak on the topic
''The Soviet Union: Some Personal Views and Observations." The meeting is open to
the public.
•SOFTWARE SEMINAR

A-new and powerful image
processing software package
entitled UCFimage will be
discussed and demonstrated
by its authors, Drs. Myler and
Weeks of the Computer Engineerii;ig Department.
The seminar is open to everyone and will be held at 6 p.m.
Nov. 8 in Lab 257 of the Engineering Building.
The system requires an MS-

DOS-based computer with
standard VGA monitor. Attendees are requested to RSVP to
either Myler (ext. 5098) or
Weeks (ext. 5762).
•TREE BOUTIQUE

The Women foi; 1Hospice
welcome you to their fifth
annual Christmas Tree Boutique sale from 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Nov. 8 through Nov.11 at
the 1890 Victorian Donnelly
House at the corner of Donnelly Street and Fifth Avenue,
Mount Dora.
On the open veranda,
choose from a selection offresh
fruits, vegetables and plants,
then step inside to a unique
array of handmade arts and
crafts, needlepoint, quilts,
·toys, Christmas .ornaments,
antiques, collectables, jewelry
and edibles.
All proceeds benefit the
Hospice of Lake/Sumter, Inc.
For information, call Mrs.
Gloria Graham, 904-383-2733,
The Women for Hospice.

"I need two things to get through
school: good grades and money. I can
. take care of the first all by myself, and
UPS is helping me take care of the
second. They gave me a part-time job
that really pays.
"I make almost $10,000 a year for
working about 4 hours a day, 5 days a
week. But get this, UPS has student
loans that let me borrow up to $25,000
·a year for college. Compare that _
anywhere else. I also got my c~oice of
schedules--mornings, or nights. My
work hours fit around my class hours.
Most students work in Operati.or]s. But you
might get something in. Accounting, Indus. trial Engineering, l.S. or Customer Service.
"No other company offers more to
students than UPS. Talk to them. Get
what you need to get your diploma."

.

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, s~e your school's career
·
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.

M/F
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sonal Injury Case From the
Defendant2s Perspective; A
Legal Assistant's Role in a
Personal Injury Case; Ho'Y
Physicians Reach an Impairment Rating; and ·Computer
Animation in Personal Injury
Cases.
Speakers include: Leonard
A. McCue, esq.; Gary H.
Larsen, esq.; Nancy Parker,
free-lance legal assistant; Dr.
James H. Wood, chiropractic
physician; and Robert Scott,
president of Juris Corporation.
Also, a professional dressing fashion show will be presented by Casual Corner duringthe luncheon .
For more information, contact Julie A. Faulkner at (813)
748-3770.
• FCC SPEAKER

Bill Ray, former network
and large TV station market
employee and, most recently,
retired director of the Division
of Complaints and Compliance
for the Federal Comip.unica• INJURY SEMINAR
tions Commission will spe~ to
Florida Legal -Assistants, Radio!I'elevison students on
Inc., Region V, will hold a Per- his broadcast and· FCC ca. sonal Injury Overview Semi- reers.
nar beginning at 8:30 a.m.
Ray has held the job of direcNov. 10 at the Holiday Inn tor of the Division of Corp.Holidome, Longboat Key, Fla. plaints and Compliance for 15
Topics to be covered are: years.
.
Overview of a Personal Injury
Ray will be speaking from 2
Case From the Plaintiffs Per- . p.m. to 4 p.m._Nov. 8 in CEBA
spective; Overview of a Per-. II, Room 119.

·"1 YOU IEED TD WORK TO
BET THRDUIH SCHOO
YOU ED TD SEE UPS!'

...,
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"We are in the discussion
phase of wnat we call the 2+2
program," Pizam said.
.
Students would attend a
Swiss institution similar to
our community colleges for
two years.
Then they would transfedo
the American university in
Brig to earn a bachelor's degree in hospitality management.
The four universities were
selected for their quality and
reputations abroad. Each has
had exchange programs /with
European universities, / but
none offered degrees.
Two students from The Institute of Hotel Management
in Bourevret are ,at UCF-. this
semester.
/
Altman and Pizam ended
their trip at .a tourism·symposium in Vienna.
'
The Austrian Tourism Association and the University of
Economics in Vienna invited
them to speak to representatives of the hospitality industry, professors and students .
Two UCF students studying
at the University of Economic~
attended the symposium.
"UCF does have an international presence and I think it's
important to expand programs
overseas," Altman said.
"It's gratifying to see that
UCF is highly regarded by the
administrators of universities
abroad," he said.

J•

Donations; volunteers
big in Homecoming '90

·

Cash, goods donated make up about one-fifth of costs
by Troy A. Pierce
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's 1990 Homecoming celebration .relies heavily on private donations, volunteer work and a great deal
of budgeted money.
With these thr~e things included,
this year's homecoming has at least a
$22,000 price tag, not including the
almost $50,000 dollar concert.
Private donations in the form of cash
and goods account for about 1 7 percent
of the sights, sounds, tastes and smells
that make up this year's Homeco.ming
week. The donations run the gamut of
possibilities from flowers to T-shirts
and from giveaway items to formal
wear.
Without these gifts, Homecoming
would not be possible on the scale that
UCF has come to expect, said Karen
Hawkips, homecoining program director.
"The colors and extras wouldjustnot
be there," Hawkins said.
. Donations of volunteer time help
keep homecoming plans moving and on
schedule.

From initial planning meetings in
January to the end of homecoming
week, volunteer work will have added
up to more than 1,000 man hours, according to Hawkins.
Figured at only current minimum
wage, the total labor cost donated will
be close to $4,000.
This year's homecoming general
budget of $15,000 is a 25 percent increase over last year's.
_
The general budget is allocated
every, year out of the Student Government Activity and Service Fee, which
. students pay as part of their tuition,
and it is the only definite money that
the homecoming committee c·a n count
on, Hawkins said.
"Of this budget," Hawkins said,
"close to three-fifths will go to just three
things: fireworks, promotion and the
homecoming book.. Fireworks were
especially expensive this year, more
than $2,000, because of the daytime
display."
Hawkins said she was a little disappointed at the amount o(the general
budget, but th~nkful for everyone's
extra effort.

MTV will Capture weekerld

Denoy DeBoer/CENTRAL F:...ORIDA FUTURE

COWABUNGA, DUDE
Members of UCF's Society for Automotive Engineers work on their Ho·mecoming
banner, which they pl_
an to hang on campus.

En-c ephal-i tis alters _
p la-n s
by Heidi Steiner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The problem of encephalitis has
caused two changes in the pre-planned
Homecoming festivities.
The parade will occur at 4 p.m. Nov.
10 instead of at 7 p.m. that day, and
The Drive-In Movie Nite (Nov. 8) is
taking place inside the Student Center
Auditorium instead of on the Green.
The Orange County Health Department recommended the changes-.
"We're still going to make the Drive-

In as casual as possible," said Victor
Collazo, assistant director of the Student Center.
The decision about the parade was
made early so that parade participants
could be contacted.
"Last year, people were buying
strobe lights and all sorts of equipment
for lighting purposes. Now they won't
need any of it," Collazo said.
''The parade isn't in the early after- ·
noon because we wanted to make it
later for the alumni, so they wouldn't.
have to miss a whole day of work." ·

./

by Heidi Steiner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

----------If anyone misses the UCF
Homecoming game Saturday
night, they can catch the replay of it next we~k on MTV.
The UCF Alumni Association and Student Government
are co-sponso:ri~g to bring
MTV's 24-Hour Street Party to
the Homecoming Game Nov.
· F
fr
MT
lo . Drusy uentes om
V
will host the show.
The whole program will air
from noon Nov. 16 through
noon Nov.17.
Cable Vision of Central

Florida initiated the idea of leaders will also be there.
Your UCF Class Ring is on Sale
. having MTV at the university.
''The tailgate party is going'
They contacted UCF, who in to be big," Messino said. "And
Every Friday!
Bring this coupon to 1rs ACADEMIC «nd l808ive huge savings
tum called MTV.
after that, MTV will have full
on the pun:hese of '{OUr JOSTENS gold UCF college ring.
- "CableVision was the moti- . run of the stadium."
vation," said Tom Messina, of
At the game, MTV will film
$100.00 off the price of your 18K gold ring·
the Alumni Association. "But the fireworks and ihe crown$50.00 off the price C!f your 14~ gold ring
MTV is just as excited. They ing of the· homecoming king
IT'S ACADEMJC
want to support the local cable and queen. ·
companies."
''The national coverage will
. in the University Shoppes
MTV will first appear at the be great. We're hoping to have
" .Phone: 658-4612
pre-g~me tailgate party on ·a big student turnout so that
Jostens, there is a difference. Look for it! ;
Ofter• lrwD~w31,1"80
Tinker Field, from 1~ a.m. to 1 MTV knows we're excited to ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--p.m.
have them here," Messina
At the tailgate party, there said.
' Admission to . the tailgate
will be a banner contest, a coed
volleyball tournament and a . partyisfree.Accesstofoodwill
barbecue. The band and cheer- cost $5.

Our 20th Anniversary Sale
November 7,...., 11

WOLFF SYSTEM TANNING AT

TAN·FASTIQUE TAN"ING SALON

~2~¢·~

Copies
.99¢ Color Copies
99¢ Oversize·Copies

.
t

•

, Open 24 Hours
658·-9518

KEMPER

12215 University Blvd.

CHIR-OPRACTIC .CLINIC

628-5255

(Across from UCF)

127 W Fairbanks Ave.

"Specializing in Neck, Back and Sports Injuries"

(Next to Rollins)

kinko·s·

Two miles from U.C.F. on University at Dean Road
( In the Publix Center )
Insurance Accepted
10% discount on initial visit to students, faculty, and staff

•

-the copy center .
.

21/z'. price is for black & white, 81/l. x 11, autofcd ropics on 20# bond.

• 9~ ropics are 81/2 x 11, Canon
36". _ _....
L...
........ •laser copies.
---- 9~ Oversize
..,.._,. ropies up to 24"
_x_
~
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UCF Co_m puter Store

&TDK'®·.

HIM1tO•iff *"

• Less friction, shedding, and dropout ··
unmatched stability and durability.

• Reliable performance over widely varying
environmental conditions.

.
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-----..........
- -- ... -.............
............._
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•Full Lifetime Warranty.

DS/DD
DS/HD

Reg. SALE
7.00 5.00
- 11.00 8 .. 00
20.00 15.00

t:i.WediaMate©
PIN
14321
11330
11550

•

Reg. SALE
15.00 1.0..00.
7.00 s.o.o
7.00 5~00

Description
14321 Disk Case 80 3.5"
11330 Disk Case 50 3S'
11550 Disk Case 50 5.25"
Show your spirit with a UCF flefouse pad! Naw t>nly $ 5 ..0.f)

Above Desk Keyboard Drawer
Reg. 65.00 Sale 50.00
Under Desk Keyboard Drawer
Reg. 65.00 Sale ·40.00
UCF Computer Store
CCIIRm.101
__..,_--'Monday - Friday
8:30- 4:00
Phone 823-5603

-

-

~luc; J·
Computer
Store

Sale November 8 thru 24

-~

SHERAI_ON UNIVERSITY ~NN,
~Y\Wu~swE
. ORLANDO .
LIVE ENTEilTAINM.E~NT
srARTING OCT. 2, 1:990.

OrscoVER LIFE

.

,
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HAPPY BOUR!!
.DRAIN YOUR·BRAIN
.
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COMPLIMENTARY HOR D'OEUVJlES
2 FOR 1 COCKTAIIS 8 HIGHBALLS
MONDAY: TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL GAME- HOTDOGS WI ALL THE TRIMMINGS
TUESDAY· GOPFATHER NIGHT- PIZZA ITALIAN SAUSAGE ETC.
WEDNESDAY· SOUTH OF THE BORDER- TACOS WI ALL THE TRIMMINGS
,.,

THURSDAY: ISLAND NIGHT- SHRIMP & OTHER SEAFOOP
FRIDAY. BEEF FEAST- CABVED STEAMBOAT ROlmD

\XORK.·

.AFTER

SHERATON UNIVERSTIY INN,
ORLANDO
THE HOSPITALITY PEOPLE" OF I'IT
1724 ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO, FL 32826
407-658-9008
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ROTC guard to lead in Homecoming parade
along with the other VIPs in
the parade: Dr: and Mrs. Steven Altman, Reps. Bob Sindler
The Honor. Guard of the and Frank Stone, Dr. and Mrs.
Anny and Air Force ROTC will Alan F-icket (UCF's Most Dislead ''The Roaring Knights of tinguished Alumni) and last
UCF' in the 1990 Homecom- year's royalty, ,King Gordon
ing Parade on Saturqay.
Miranda and Queen Carla
With a change from the tra- Summa.
ditional parade route, the
The remainder of the paaddition of antique and spir- rade~ following the UCF band,
ited cars and a 1920s theme, features the Homecoming dithe parade wiJl be different rectors and committee, Stufrom previous years.
-dent Government, . UCF
"The parade will have eve- alumni, t4e UCF cheerleaders
rything inc,uding jazz bands, and Patty Neff, UCFs first
speakeasies, flappers and Homecoming Que~n, crowned
mobsters," parade Coordina- in 1971:
tor Betsy Seraphine said.
The football team will fol"We've had a lot of support and low a.fire engine, sponsored by
are being careful to make sure Rosie O'Grady's, with UCF
no groups do the same thing." football Coach Gene McDowThis y~ar;s campus grand ell.
Not far behind will'be the
marshall is Dr. C.W. Brown,
and the community· grand infamous "Touchdown Thunmarshall is Curly Neal froin der," a pickup truck covered
the Orlando Magic.
with scores from UCF football
They wlll arrive in antique g-ame~
automobiles rented by the
The parade contains seven
Student A.ctivities Center, large Greek and Army and Air
by Julianne Jacks

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Force ROTC floats. To have a
large float, a group must have
at least 100 members.
There are 10 small floats
form various clubs with fewer
than 100 members. The Homecoming Court will be intermingled with the floats in cars
they provide themselves.
''The groups entering floats
have all been asked to remain
consistent with the theme. The
parade is expected to run very
smoothly," Seraphine said. .

Rounding out the parade
will be entrants in the Most
Spirited Car contest from individuals and small organizations.
Thi~ is the first year the cars
have been included in the parade and about 10 cars have
joined.
Seraphine said the idea of
the spirited cars gives individuals a chance to be a part of
the Homecoming festivities.
"It was directed especially

for those who aren't a part of
an organization. We want everyone to join in," she said. .
Although a change in the
parade route at the last minute caused some confusion, the
expectations are still high.
''The change is a mess since
we've been working with the
traditional route since spring,
but we'll change it, and do it
well and with a smile," said
Victor Collazo, assistant director of the Student Center.

•

•

We have Drive Thru Service

. 679-2448
10042 University Blvd.
One mile west of UCF on the corner of Dean Road

· Ir----------------------~----,
BUY ANY · SUB & A LARGE SOFT DRINK, AND GET ONE ·
I
I SUB OF EQUAL OR .LESSER VALUE FOR
I.

I
I

: . (one Coupon per visit)g

:

9¢ .

I G0od Thr1l 12/30/90
I
·L- - - - - ...__. - .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I ·

I
ml!' ..I

rm

A little reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
- th~t if you're not recy~ling, you're throwing ~
away a lot more than 1ust your trash. _ ·
~ · J."•
Recycle. Save our environment.
.
TM UllllCI

-OFF

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

ENTIR.......
ST.O CK
.

~

.
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(WITH THIS AD)

..2 LOCATIONS
CORNER OF
.U NIVERSITY
BLVD.
AND 436.
·S-EHIND ·.
CHILI'S
677-7678
& LAKE FREDRICA

CWSEST ATHLETIC
r-t.....,""""9"STORETOUCF
..

SQ.
3938 S. SEMORAN

BVLD.

PAINTBALL SUPPLIES
l,

••••••••••••• •• ••••••••••••

ROLE PLA YING
-GAMES
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Parade rout.e ·c hanges
to avoid 5 p.m. traffic
by Heidi Steiner and

Tom Kopacz

,.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

---------This year's hot!lecoming
parade lineup will Be on Central Florida Boulevard instead
of Libra Drive.
. "The parade has been
changed because faculty, staff
and other employees wouldn't
be able to leave the parking lot
a~ 4:30 or 5 [p.m. Friday]," said
Dr. Ken Lawson; assistant vice
president of Student Affairs .
"It was a compromise we had to
do."
.Central Florida Boulevard
has been closed because of
construction on the northbound lane of Alafaya Trail.
The southbound lane, which

.•

currently holds both lanes of
traffic, does not have a left
· turn lane onto Central Florida
Boulevard.
Vic Collazo, Student Center
assistant director, said . the
lineup will start at the announcement signs on Central
Florida Boulevard.
"We have permission to use
the closed portion of Alafaya
Trail for the lineup," he said.
He said the parade will start
on the road between parking
. lots A6 and A7, and turn left
onto Gemini Bouleva.rd.
·
The rest of the parade route
will be the same as last year,
and will end at Centaurus
Drive.
The parade will start at 4
p.m. Friday.

'i
•

_I
I STANLEY H. KAPIAN

I

~Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

3403 Technological Ave.
Tech Plaza
Orlando, Fl. 32817
(407) 273-7111

I
CENTRAL FLORIDA.BLVD.
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MONDAY- FREE DRAFT AT 8 FOR 1HOUR OR UNTIL THE KEG RUNS DRY! THE HOTTEST LINGERIE
SHOW FROM 7pm-9pm .. FOLLOWED BY YOUR FAVORITE NFL TEAMS ON OUR lO' SCREEN. PLAY BEAT
THE CLOCK STARTING AT 9pm WITH 50¢ BUD DRAFT & $1.25 BUD LONGNECKS. PRICES RAISE 25¢
EVERY HOUR UNTIL MIDNIGHT.
50¢ HOT DOGS ALL NIGHT
TUESDAY- COLLEGE NIGHT-$4.00 COVER-FREE DRAFT & $3.00 PITCHERS FROM 9pm TO 12am. TOP 40
DANCE MUSIC. GET YOUR TEAMS TOGETHER FOR BLIND DRAW DART AND POOL TOURNAMENTS .
GALS·ENTER OUR WET T-SHIRTS $100 PRIZE. WIN LOTS OF PRIZES.
WEDNESDAY- PHILLY JOE'S PRESENTS PARADOX- $5.00 COVER, $3 .00 AFTER 2:00am. FREE BEER
FROM 9pm TO 12am. PARTY TILL DAWN WITH HIGH ENERGY HOUSE MUSIC

•

THURSDAY- LADtES NIGHT ALL-U-CAN DRINK- FREE DRAFT FOR LADIES 9pm-12pm, (GUYS $6.00)
· BEST LEGS/MINI SKlflT CONTEST, $50 DOLLAR PRIZE.

FRIDAY- MALE REUE 8-11pm, FREE DRINKS FOR LADIES W/ $5.00 COVER!
PARTY WITH LIVE ROCK N' ROLL BANDS
SATURDAY $2.50 FROZEN DRINKS/$1.50 COCKTAILS. .$1.2SLONGNECKS, $1.50
WINE COOLERS, $1.50 MICHELOB BOTILES, $2.00 IMPORTS, $1.00 GLASS HOUSE
WINE. NCAA FOOTBALL- WEAR YOUR FAVORITE COLLEGE.SHIRT- GET 50¢ HOT
. DOGS AND $3.00 PITCHERS. UCF PREGAME 2 FOR 1 DRAFT FROM 1-7pm. LIVE
CLASSIC ROCK N' ROLL AT NIGHT WITH $1.50 COCKTAILS/$1.50 BUD LONGECKS.
SUNDAY-NFL FOOTBALL, FROM 1pm TILL THE FINAL WHISTLE BLOWS. BEER/DRINK
SPECIALS ALL DAY & ALL NIGHT. 50¢ BUD DRAFT, 50¢ HOT DOGS.
SUNDAY NIGHT $3.00 ALL-U-CAN DRINK BUD DRAFT 9-MIDNIGHT.
DANCE WITH D.J. ADAM DAZE. 10-3am
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NEXT TO GOODINGS IN THE
UNI-GOLD SHOPPlNG CENTER ON UNIVERSITY.

TO HWY.SO
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UCF isn't offering
the full selection
dur.i ng spring t~rm
Perhaps you have noticed that the class schedules
have less variety than usual. This is a result of the
· lovely budget cuts that are restricting our choices
even more. We only lost about 125 classes. Mere
ripples in the big pond.
·
If you are an education major,· you lost the most
classes. Seventy-one classes were marked off the list
cf offered classes, including graduate courses.
Of course, education is not that important. These
are only the future teachers that the system is hurting, and there are so many teachers.
The Foreign Language Department. lost 13 sections of French,·German and Spanish. The fact that
foreign language is required to graduate with any
degree creates a question as to why they would.be cut,
but the hierarchy surely h~s a master plan.
On a positive note, the university is offering more
·classes than last spring semester, but enrollment is
also an all-time high.
Fees have gone up at least e.very year for the past
three years, and per semester at times. So more
money is going into the university. Parking, activity,
sports and health fees have increased right alongside
the. overall tuition.
This means even more money to the university.
Did you ever wonder just why Star Trek: The Next
Finally, the amount of research funds and grants
·Generation
is actually surviving on television? It's
have increased to the research park, so why is everybeen four years since its debut and it still offers just
thing so tight?
·
.The state is having problems, but the school as little for us now as it did then. And have you ever
should be able to weather it, without cutting classes wondered why George Bush is still president? It's
been four years since his debut and... Hmm ... makes
that are basic to degrees.
Your actions have been totally deplorable. The
you
wonder doesn't it?
·A good alternative plan would be to use the activiBad Taste, the final frontier. Th~se are the contin- worldis a dangerous place and I see a worldw here
ties fees to provide those classes. To have a homecomuing voyages of the U.S. Congress. It's ongoing mis- we c~. ~.11 pay taxes for my boat. Ready phasers,
ing this year, it is costing about $70,000.
How about using this money to provide the miss- sion: to seek re-election, to inakemoney and to boldly Number One!
1st b.Q.: Gee, what do all these buttons do?
take incompetence where no man has gone before. ·
•
ing classes?
AS.H.: No more words!°! control the Smurfs!
I
can
just
see
George
Bush
sitting
in
the
"readyThe Taylor Dayne concert is being held within a
Capt. G.B.P.: Number One! Power meeting in ten
confined space and everyone can't attend. Of course, room" in one of those tight-fitting outfits.
minutes!
Computer: Bing.l
not everyone can attend with working and what not.
Capt. G.B.P.: Now this Hussein fellah is pretty
Capt. George Bush Picard: Yes?
So why spend so much money on something not
demanding,
so hqw can we-take advantage of this
Computer:
First
Officer
Quayle
to
see
you
sir.
everyone can be a part of?
situation
to
make
ourselves look betterCapt.
G.B.P.:
Oh,
God.
Gimme
some
Pepto
and
Another plan would be to use the sports fees. We do
Lt. S.: Captain! The Democrats are trying to raise
need to provide scholarships to the athletes-it does send him in.
.
{A little beam shoots him in the stomach and door taxes- ·
help oµr school image-but if they can't get the
Capt.
G.B.P.:
Battlestations!
Phasers
on Veto!
opens.}
classes, then they don't need to be here.
Lt.
S.:
Too
late!
1st
Officer
Qliayle:
Hey,
boss!
Wanna
goWhile the budget cuts have caused basic courses
Captain Bird Kohl: -Growl, snarl, snap- Give it up,
Capt. G.B.P.: What is it now!~
are being cut, enrollment is running rampant as ever.
. Picard! We're gonna pass that sucker!
Lt. Somebody: Captain! Unidentified ship!
Adjunct professors, who are paid by the amount of
I find other similarities between Star Trek and
Capt. G.B.P.: On my way!
classes they teach, are now going to be making a very
the
government besides the fact that old men are in
{He
runs
through
the
door
onto
the
bridge)
poor wage.
charge:
the ship is too big for its own good, they
Lt.
S.:
Enemy
commander
onscreen!
The final blow to the whole system is the chance
always have to have meetings to get things done_and
Capt. G.B.P.: On-screen! Eh, thanks.
that A-semester could be cut. With summer class atEnemy: Give up, American! I am AdmiraHus5ein! they are so preoccupied with the law that they can't
tendance also required, it would be fatal to cut these
I
have
m~ny big guns trained upon you and I will not get anything done.
courses.
Keep this in mind so you can prevent further dishesitate
to open fire on that little colony of Smurfs!
Hopefully this budget panic can be avoided. The
asters by electing 'Frekkers into office ..
Capt. G.B.P.: Now hold on there, Mr. Hussein!
students cannot wait forever to get into certain
classes, nor- should they. UCF is doing better than
ever, and to maintain this excellence, the university
needs to keep students' educations first on the li~t.

George Bush readies ·phasers
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P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
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News Editor
Sports Editor
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Inhiscampuscommentary(CFF, Tuesday, Nov. 6)
student body President jeff Laing explains why it
was "necessary" to suspend the Student Government ·
s~atutes. He states that the only way to hold new Senate elections was to suspend the statutes, and yet he
offered no justification for such action; he just said
that it was the solution at-which he and Dr. Tubbs
arrived.
Jeff Laing contends that because the decision was
made with the knowledge of President Altman, there
should be no reason for dissent. Hogwash. It does not
occur to President Laing that the views ofhimself and
Dr. Tubbs, being the only ones heard by President
Altman, had everything to do with the outcome.
Perhaps if we complain~ts had had the formal
opportunity to disc_u ss the matter with Dr. Altman we
could have avoided this whole unpleasant mess.
Sadly, however, Dr. Tubbs would hear none of that,
stating that only himself and Student Government
officials from the executive branch had standing on
the matter.
Apparently President Laing has neither read the
Constitution nor the Statutes that he fought to suspend, for if he had done so,·he would have realized
that they state that the senate shall meet from .
election to election. With the Interim Judicial
Council's decision invalidating the first election results, the twenty-second senate should have continued to meet until such time a manner by which
student groups could receive funds.

111111l,lltl1t!l11

Dr. Tubbs vetoed this idea by declaring that a
senate term is to run-strictly for one calendar year, in
complete disregard for the constitution.
The reason that the original elections were thrown
out was because the statutes as writt~n were improperly followed. The Elections Commission failed to
perform its duties to th~ point of insuring fair elections. So why didn't Laing point this out? .
Because it was he who appointed them. And he
appointed them four weeks past when he was supposed to have done so. The senate, faced with postponingthe elections, trusted the judgements of President Laing and confirmed his appointees despite the
lateness of the appointment.
President Laing wrote a campus commentary calling_ those who appealed the elections, "sore losers."
My only hope is that the students of this university
are bright enough to figure out who the reaJ "sore
loser" is. My vote is for the guy who whines about
having to abide by the decision of Judicial Council
that he appointed, and then whines further when
certain students refuse to sit idly by while he endorses the dismantling of Student Government.

•

•

•
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-David Mann is a senwr studying political scie~e

•
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, The retrieved reformation of a cool breeze
•

The cool Texas eve settled in on the group of men DICTATES ..." in this mannerJ.D. Breeze was introwho stood lined up in four rows in a pool of mercury duced to the military.
Although he'd al way1rgotten along fine back home,
vapor light, outside a prison-like building, luggage at
theirfeet.Allwereindreadfearofthepainfulhumili- the young man couldn't get his act together for his
1
"' ation they would face in the upcoming weeks . All country. Breeze could not march in time, left face,
shrank at thoughts of the physical challenges .they right face, nor about face. He couldn't entertain a
would soon suffer, including baldness. All were vie- crowd with his stories, nor could he ever do anything
• tims of an intense anxiety which resulted from imagi- to make a good impression upon anyone he met.
Yet he never gave up.
native renditions of their tough-as-rubber-poop drill
instructor.
Two-by-two the fully trained airmen marched
before the panel of highly accredited marchabilityAll, that is, except Breeze.
llis wry s~ile slightly tilted at the world, the jovial expert reviewers. Fully aware of the significance of
bumpkin slowly rocked back and forth on the balls of this last rite of passage, Breeze's heartbeat pounded.
Half an hour later, at the affair's end, Breeze's
his feet. The first of his family to escape the farm, he
Y>
was eagerly anxious to perform great deeds for the partner nursed a scratched nose, a fractured kneemilitary.
cap, two bruised elbows and a looked over Breeze's
The memory ofhis girl back home, and her promise comprehensive smudge job over the entirety of his
• that he would see her soon, lain submerged below previously highly polished low quarters. But the
dutiful mental meanderings; and, when the 'tap-tap- partner passed, while Breeze was asked to practice
tap' of the Di's solemn step echoed from the darkness, for a few weeks longer.
Through the course ofhis torture, Breeze had been
the hairs on the back of his bony neck stood up in
salute.
unable to answer the many letters from home. He
"A-Tench-Hut!" cam.e the throaty cry, prompting knew the folks who thought so much of him would be
the men to- drop their .smokes and otherwise clamor shattered to find out he was a loser. It wa·s his
-" toward their respective ideas of what the drill in- _ determination to make good for their sake that he
structor expected.
carried with him constantly-yet, fin~lly, it couldn't
_
In the chilly dimness, the DI tapped around the~ carry him through.
He was called into the Di's office one morning
group, surv:eying them. l:ie came to Breeze and saw
the twisted grin. A low rumbling noise commenced. before chow. "Breeze, we've decided that you just
But, before it could erupt, Breeze introduced himself. don't aim high eno_ugh. Pack your stuff. Good luck."
"Good evening, sir; J. D. Breeze here. Happy to meet _ Breeze was shattered.
His motions carried him out the gate he'd entered
you sir, and to be here. Why, just this mornin'-"
"WHOTHEHELLDOYOUTHINKYOU ARE? with so much hop~ and pride, and from one airport to
- THISISNOTABARNYARD! MILITARY BEARING- the next. But he noticed, ever since leaving the base,

l llllltll1Ilfllilt

his old hand-eye coordination was back.
"Figures!" he offered up to the irori.ic powers .that
be.
When he got to St. Louis, he looked for a phone
booth to call home and get a ride to the farm. But as
he crossed the terminal, someone tapped him on the
shoulder; and, spinning around, he saw it was his
girl. "Missy!" He held her for a long time, and then
realized that something strange was going on.
"How'd you know I was coming home?"
"Well, J.D., you know the homecoming dance is
Saturday night, and I couldn't stand for us to miss it,
so I just brought you on home. I told you I'd be seeing
you soon."
'WHAT KINDA. .. HOW in the world, girl, did
you..."
"Oh, come on, now, Hon," she calmed him, pulling
him·out toward the truck. ''You always knew I got in to
a little magic, right? Daddy's just struck oil, so lle'll
be needing.Your help around the farm."
For the hundreds of thousands of men and women
who haven't been saved from the vestiges of military
duty by magic, the present-day realities of past duty
may be somewhat short of glqrious.
For Veterans Day, wrap your sentiments in red,
white and blue, and do something nice for someone
who's done something ultimately selfless for all of us.
Remember.

by A.S. Whitten
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by L.T. Horton

Alpha Tau Omega

Okay we have a-load, a-load, a plethora, and a font, but how many awards will ATO
& KO take home on their float-Be there to find
out!!! Everyone's-support is neededll FDI!
All Greeks-Good Luck on Homecoming. UCF
Greeks definitely #1. From PONG
Phi Delta Theta-

Homecoming Party at the Palace-Sat. Who
says we can't have kegs? RE CON-is anyone
safe? Let's make ash an 'honorary Phi! Pez
Party? Wood Sun. Let's keep the party
rocking? PONG!
ALPHA DELTA Pl
Mill is ready to win Homecbming with I:AE.
Gr~atjob on lip sync I Leo Beware I Get excited
- Xmas Formal soon! PAT.Al

Sigma Phi Epsilon

Alumni reception Sat. at7pm. Ice, Ice, Barry!
Dan's B-day- Donate to the Lung Association.
Wayne, Mud needs an extra minute or two to
finish .. the float! Proud 2 b a Sig-Epl
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Do I smellThreepeat in the air? I:AE going for
3 in a row. Keep up the work and pledges
keep an eye on that lion. Be sure and not miss
I:AE featuring "The Scam" at the house Sat.
night after the festivities . Get that money to
Jerry for the formal Dec. 9th. Threepeat!
Threepeat! cllA Baby!

Tau Kappa E•silon

Great Season TKE I Let's get pumped
for the tournament.
Homecoming 1s here-everyone get
ready for an excellent weekend.
"A Knight at the Ballgame"
Ride the bus to the tailgate party
Sat. at Tinker Field. Bus leaves the
house at 10:30am. Let's try to make
it to the 'brunch Sun. Squeeze it
out, we need you there.
Nominations are being taken for
officers. Let's see some leaders out
there. Be at the meeting Sunday 6pm.
Basketball tol:Jrn. 3 on 3 have your
team entered w/Hurley by 4:30 C-YA 1

MIF NS Clean to share 3/2 home off
Tuskawilla. $250/mo 1st & last 1/3 exp. All
amenities. 695-0241

83 Shelby Charger 5 spd new paint, brakes &
tires exc. cond. $2500
298-0413 Lvg Msg

Male roommate wanted. Apartment is across
from UCF. Rent only $130 a month plus 1/3
util. Deposit only $130. Move in ASAP. Call
Dave Mason at 275-1910

Nissan 200SX 1984, Auto, Power
Package, sunroof, clean. $3495 380-3886
86 Pontiac 6000
82 Lincoln Towncar
85 Cavalier Station Wagon
Call 671-4929 or 678-7103

Tony needs a roommatell Unfurnished bedroom apt $165 mo + 114 util. One mile from
school. Must be neat. Pool/tennis, & volleyball
courts. Laundry/microwave and car wash
area avail. Call Tony 282-2306.

TYPING/Word Proc. by 15 yr. legal
sect. $1.00/pg. 366-4045
TERM PAPERS - Professionally
wordprocessed by GAB Enterprises'
experienced staff. Student Discount
678-5048

$4500/0BO
$4000/080
$2500/0BO

ASC Typing Service Reports, resumes, proposals, etc. Affordable rates. Pickup & delivery. 695-1917

85 Toyota Tercel, 4spd, AIC, AM/FM cass,
good gas mileage $2000/offer 678-23~0

Typing Service (fast/accurate) $1.50/pg. 3664882

84 Mazda 626LX. 5spd, Sunroof, Cruise, AIC,
AM/FM cass, Power Package
Nice car $3500 OBO Call 678-231 O

Female only $220 2 m1 form UCF 657-2806
Female roommate to share house with young
prof. female close to campus. Includes W/D,
microwave, answering mach., etc ... $225 1/3
util. 365-1457

1989 Toyota Coupe/Warranty auto/A/C
owner exctcond. Red $5,990 677-8443
RESUMES-Professional Writing, editing, and
typesetting services. For details, call Resume
House's 24 hour information line at 904-3716769.
Typing Wordprocessing Term papers, reports, resumes. Reasonable rates. Ca,11
Susan 290-8770

American Production and Inventory Con·
trol Society

Mid Florida meeting Nov. 13
Speaker John Curtis
The Orlando Consulting Group
For Info or Club Info Call
Mr. Pullin 281-5673

Delta Tau Delta

AN ODE TO THE LADIES OF THE IRIS
You walk in beauty like the night
and shine forth a precious light
into our tiearts and ou~ lives.
CONGRATS AND WELCOME TO THE
FAMILY!
.
Guys: No time for a poem because we are too
busy with Homecoming '90!.
Thanks to Dave M. and Jason for creatively
borrowing the wood for the best float this year.
Craiger, you've done a great job organizing
this thing. Don't forget: Dick Tracy on the
Green tonite at 8. Float parade is Friday at 7
and the game is Saturday at 7. Be prepared to
cheer the Knights and the Delts to victory!
Lambda Chi Alpha

The UNTOUCHABLES are blowing away the
competition. Look out for the most awesome
float in the parade as N;,A and M..6. sweep
Homecoming Week. Don't forget the Alumni
tailgate party and dance on Sat. Fu!leral
procession from M..6. House to the party Sat as
we mourn the death of the Rockets. Alumni
Softball Sun. at 11. Meeting Mon. at5 followed
by first pre I at 7-

For lease or purchase almost new 3 bedroom
2 bath Lakefront home in Casselberry. Large
fenced back yard very private & secluded yet
close to UCF $750 mo and $500 deposit or
purchase for $74500. Please call Phil 2770246 .
For rent - 2bd - 2 ba condo Alafaya Tr. near
Hwy. 50, $550 mo. 239-6336

HASA MEETING Reunion Jueves Nov. 8 4-5pm
Student Organizations Lounge
lmportante
Newman Club
Social - Spiritual - Service
Join in on one of the many different activities
oftheNewmanClub. Formoreinfo. Call2814438
Catholic Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus Ministry

.

BCM... Chock full of great speakers, cool
games, and more fellowship than you can
shake a stick at. BCM meets Thursdays at 7
in the SOL. KAight Lite ... the right thing to dol
Best Fundraiser On-Campus! Looking for a
fraternity, sorority or student organization that
would like to earn $500-$1,000 for a oneweek on-campus marketing project. Must be
organized and hardworking. Call Lisa G. at
(800)592-2121.

Earn $200-400 per week assembling products
at.home. Call (305) 341-9660 for the details
(small fee).
'
ATIENTION: Excellent income
for home assembly work.
504-646-1700 Dept. P307
National Marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top
companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2,500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworking and money
motivated. Call Marcy C. at (800) 592-2121

Going North for Thanksgiving. Leaving Fri.
Nov 16 returning Nov. 2!>Route 95 &77 to Pa
& Va Jim 876-1504 (Ans Mach)

Christmas Area-Assumable No Qualify - 4
year New Custom Built Exec Home on 1.3
acres- 8% interest- 15 min. to UCF. Ask for
Nef 898-6715 Realtor.
COMPUTER - Apple lie (enhanced), 128K,
color monitor, serial · card, s MHz Zip Chip
accelerator, joystick, manuals, cables. Asking
$1100 (negot). Call Bob @ 823-4309
SONY 19" color TV, VCR, and antique wooden
cabinet-all in excellent condition. Must sell asking $550, call 657-7306 or 629-4884
Macintosh Plus, 1mb ram, 2 drives, tons of
software, $900, 823-9251
·

Lost
Sunglasses:
Gold w/Blue lenses. Registered .
Serial# DHIH7706 Reward. 282-8183

Surfboard bag for 2 week trip. Rent borrow or
buy bag for 6'8" thruster. Mark_381-221~
Helpl I need a ride to Tulsa for Thanksgiving
holidays. Gas help plus a nice guy. Lv message 831-6268
Ski clothes & equip (XL) for crazy 6'4" Floridian making maiden voyage to As pen for Fame,
Fortune,& Mayhem. Chris 699-0232 or MarilynX35492

LSAT specialist-begin now for Dec/Feb test
Superior results. Self-paced course.
Payment Plan
Michael Tierney, 897-3300
SPANISH TUTORING CALL ANA 282-9872
AFTER 9PM ALSO WEEKENDS

Queen Waterbed. Great Cond.
Bookcase headboard $150. (OBO)
Call Marlo 273-6952

Kappa Sigma

Thanx to all the brothers who participated in
our near perfect attendance at chapter Sunday. Come to the house tonite to finish up the
float. Bus ride to game leaves at eleven on
Saturday . Happy Birthday to M. Rosselli!
Pledges get those books signed. Everyone
have a good 3 day weekend. C-Ya at chapter
Sunday. A*E*K*~*B
Alpha Phi Omega

Congrats to A Phi 0 on our wins at "Just Can
Ir': 1st place in Can Drive, 1st place in Spi~it,
1st place Overall! Congrats to·Sigma Chi on
their 1st place in Volleyball! Thanks to all the
clubs, etc ... that participated, especially Newman Club & Phi Delta Theta. Pledges, good
luck on your Final Exam . Car Wash 11/11,
Shell Gas at Dean & 50, from 11 am to 3pm

Waterbed, Soft-sided-Queen size
Best offer. Call 869-0220
Female roommate wanted for two bedroom 2
bath condo. Chancellor Row. Tennis court,
Pool, $260+1/2 utilities Call Beth at281-4967

Move your band into the big leagues. Latin
percussion bongos w/stand."Top of the Line"
never used-still under warranty $250.00 OBO
#677-6906

WANTED: Female to share fully fmshd 2/1
apt. located 5 miles from UCF on a lake $230/
mo.+ 1/2util. Call or leave a message at6770249
.

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
One mife from UCF campus.
All student documents' and resumes. Same
day service available. IBM/AT, WORD
PERFECT 5.0 IBM letter quality/Laser
printing.
Fast * Pro~essional *Accurate

Roommate needed for Korean student. 2bd/
2bath, pool, and laundry. $220/mo. + 1/2 util.
Call 381-8546 (Alex) or 783-0449 (Carl).

1983 Cutlass Ciera LS 2-tone Blue 4cyl. auto., matic AIC PS PB AM/FM
.
Great shape 10300 mi 407-851-0353
Non-smoker to share 212 new condo with Wt
Ask for Glenn
D 1 m1. from UCF $270 amo. and 1/2 util ..3663704
.

KCO Inc WP & DP $1.25/2.50 678-6735

Debbie, Hi Baby!
Long time, no see. Too long II
Homecoming is the place to be,
Even better, with me. Miss ya.
Luv a lot, Steve
Bunnie, you're all I ever wanted in a woman.
Meet me in the Wild Pizza@ 8pm for' the
movie"DickTracy." You knowhow much I like
to be with you in the dark. Brett XOXOXO
Hey Jam-meister! DON'T HAVE A COW
MANI It's only the homecoming issue!

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs

To the Waxstick: Hope you had a good time
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rankings to mean mucp, it
"gives
you a pretty good idea of
WOMEN'S GOLF
where you stand."
FROM PAGE 16
At the beginning of the year,
Schumaker said he felt the
17th."
team would be strong. It also
Unlike other polls where gives UCF two top-ranked golf
voting is involved, the teams.
women's poll is based on points
The men's team has been
formula, which is based on the one of the top col1ege golf
schools' performances in com- teams for a few seasons.
petition. UCF has 11.08
"They [the women's team]
points. Florida, ranked 23rd, worked just as hard in the
has 10.73 points.
past," Schumaker said. ''They
The top-ranked team is San just weren't any good. It's been
Jose State University,. Round- a three-year grind. We kind of
ing out the top five are broke through last year. They
Arizona, LSU, G€orgia and found out last year they could
Stanford.
play, this year they just do it."
Players are also ranked.
UCF finishes its fall schedUCFs highest-ranked player ule Monday and Tuesday at
is Liz Early at 44th. The top the Pat Bradley Invitational irr
two players are San Jose's Pat Miami.
Hurst and Tracy Manson.
The Lady Knights resume
Schumaker said although it their schedule at the Univeris early in the season for the sity of Arizona in February.
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NOWOPEN

Shopping
center

Art & Drafting Supplies
Student Discounts!I
·
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Because life is the
greatest gift

679~8787
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With Special Guests

THE PARTY
Education Gym

8:00 pm

Tickets are still avaliable at the Kiosk
Free to UCF students with validated ID
Alumni tickets can be purchased at the ·Alumni Office
-
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VOLLEYBALL
FROM PAGE 16

Jim Ferguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Shawn Jefferson (14) hauls in a pass against Liberty. He has 26 receptions for 473 yards.

-

SLIPPERY
FROM PAGE 16
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New Orleans University. New Orleans had only
seven healthy players at match time. :.,
The Lady Knights won the first match 15-6, but
New Orleans rallied to take the next three games 15- •
10, 15-9and15-9.
UCF's last conference match of the season was
against last defending ASC champions Arkansas
State. Earlier in the minitournament, Arkansas
State lost its first conference match since 1988 when
upset by Lamar.
The Lady Indians regained their championship
form as they swept UCF. Arkansas State returned to
its winning ways with scores of15-l, 15-8 and 15-9.
"Arkansas State played very well against us," Fill •.
said. ''We were their next match after their earlier
loss to Lamar, and they were playing for pride.
Considering the fact they were coming off a loss, they
wanted to kill us.
"
''You could see the fire in all of the seniors' eyes.
Pam [Coombs] had a great weekend and Anissa
-.
[Palm] hit great."
The Lady Knights have two matches remaining on
their schedule. UCF will face the University of Texas
El Paso at 7:30 Saturday in the UCF gymnasium.
On Tuesday, the team will travel to Deland for a•
match with Stetson to close out its season.
Volleyball Notes: In statistical catagories, UCF
ranks second in hitting, fifth in kills and second in~
assists, but last in aces.
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Greet.en
Cashiers
Dishwashers

Bussers
Food Coordinators

Apply in person: Monday-Saturday, 10am-7pm
3150 University (@ 436), Winter Park
Please bring proof of authorization
to work plus a picture ID.

t;he ~~eyed peci
RESTAURANT
An equal opportunity employer, M'F.

..

0
F
F

Immediate Openings available for:
Cooks
Waitstaff
Bart.enders

•

$8

$1
Join our new store opening team!
All training provided by our top-not.ch staff.
Enjoy fun times and good pay.

•

Greatf( Clips"
h·

Cuts. Curls. Waves. If it's right for you,
it's right here. Right when you want it.
Because, at Great Clips, ·making you wait
just

isn~t our style.

See us today.

.

...

Or air -

/!;~;f,-/6~

Great Clips for hair now open at
4026 N. Goldenrod Road

•

Monday- Friday, 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m; Sunday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

•
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UCF No. 9 in power ratings
though not in l·AA polls
by Roy Fuoco
SPORTS EDITOR

The Division I-AA polls released Monday did not have
UCF ranked in the top 20, but
another ranking has · the
~ Knights at No. 9.
The Sagarin's Division I
pow~r ratings, which is released Tuesdays in the USA
"' TODAY, ranks all Division I
· and Division I-AA teams. The
ratings are based on a formula
• devised by Jeff Sagarin, who
graduated from MIT with a
degree in mathamatics.
Sagarin's formula takes
" into consideration a team's
record and the strength of its
. schedule. The ratings reward
.; teams for doing well against .
good teams, and teams do not
benefit from running up the
score against weak oppo"" nents.
Using that formula UCF is
ranked 86th in the nation.
• When only Division I-AA
teams. are considered,· the
Knights rank ninth. But in the
NCAA Divisfon I-AA polls, as·
voted on by athletic directors
of four colleges, the Knights
fail to crack the top 20.
The four ' athletic directors
on the committee are from
Western Illinois, Richmond,
NE Louisiana- and Florida
~
A&M.
The top ranked team in the
polls is Eastern Kentucky fol- ·
r . lowed by Nevada and Middle
~

.

9. UCF

Tennessee State. In the power .
rankings, Middle Tennessee
State vaults to the top and
Eastern Kentucky drops to
second: Nevada drops to sixth.
Georgia Southern, which is
ranked No. 7 in the polls, is
ranked third in the power
rankings. ·
- It is UCF's standing in the
power rankings that gives
Coach Gene McDowell opti- ·
mism abo,ut the Knights'
chances to make the playoffs.
·"I like it [the power rankings] better than the top 20,"
McDowell said. "I don't think
either poll is completely legitamate, but that [power rankings] is more legitamate than
the people who vote on it."
There is debate on which
ranking is more indicative of a

·6-3

how good a team is. As the
season goes on, there are fewer
differences between the two
polls, but differences do exist.
For example, Notre Dame is
ranked No. 1 in the AP Division I polls. ·But in the power
rankings, N9tre Dame can do
no better than 17th. In the
power raRkings, Washington
is Nq.1
Of the top 10 teams in the·
poils,-three do not make the.top
10 in the power rankmgsMassachusetts (No. 6), SW
Missouri State (No. 8), and
Holy Cross (No. 10.)
Besides UCF, the other two
teams replacing those schools
in the power ratings top 10 are
Furman (No. 15 in the polls) and Citadel (No. 12). UCF is
the only one not in the polls.
Michael PohliCENTRAL FLORiDA FUTURE -

REACHING NEW HEIGHTS
Anthony Haynes goes for the rebound during practice. The
Running Knights play tonight at 7:30 p.m.

JAPAN! JAPAN! JAPAN!!!
AEON Is seeking enth~siastic professionals to teach .
conversational English in one of our 1SO branch
schools located throughout Japan. A recruitment
will be conducted In Tampa In late November.
Positions are salaried with benefits and
housing assistance. BNBS degree required.
ESL teaching experience and/or Japanese
language preferred, but not mandatory. To
apply send resume and one-page essay,
'Why I Want To Live And Work In Japan':

AEON
lntercultural Corporation
9301 Wilshire Blvd. #202
Beverly Hills, CA 90210
(213) 550-0940

•

Have a Great
Homecoming!

Deadline to apply Tuesday, November 20th

SU.S AN WRIGHT
WARMOWSKI
FORMERLY AT COST CUTTERS

CableVision of Central Florida

291-2500

. PRESENTLY AT
FRANKIE B'S
HAIR CUTTERSCORNER OF 436 &
UNIVERSITY BLVD.
WET CUTS $6.95
PHONE
657-8113
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

I

''The little-bitty things like this have a tendency, if
you let [them], to slip in and bother you," Wilson said.
"I'm proud of the way they kept the focus on what they
The UCF men's golf team won the 44th Florida were doing and what they were there for."
The tournament closes out t}).e Knights' fall schedIntercollegiate Golf Championship on Monday at the
Golden Ocala Country Club, though it found out just ule. They will resume play in February at the UCF
four days before the tournament that its location was Budget Classic at the Rio Pinar Country Club. The
Knjghts will be defending champions.
to be changed.
Andrew Rice was the first-place medalist to pace
the Knights. He shot a 9-under-par 207. Hans StromOlson finished fourth at 215 to earn a spot on the -alltournament team.
It marks the third time in four years that the
Knights have won the tournament and it is the second tournament title for them this fall.
"We shot five-under the first two rounds and that
gave us the cushion we needed," UCF Coach Dale
Wilson said. "We shot six-over the last round, but it
was what we needed. On a strange golf course, I'm
extremely proud of this team. They won despite a lot
of adverse conditions."
The tournament was supposed to be held in Tallahassee. Wilson said one coach lost $400 in nonrefundable air fare.
The practice driving range was located away from
.,..
the course, and the players had to drive from the
Jim Feguson/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
range to the starting ·area. They had no practice
Andrew Rice shot a 9-under-par 207 to become the
putting greens or chipping areas.
·
by Roy Fuoco

SPORTS EDITOR

~

winning medalist at the Florida Intercollegiate.

•
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Knights plan to defuse Rockets
Slippery Rock coach: "... It might be like throwing the Christians to the lions."
by D. Scott Hoilman
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF plays host to Slippery Rock this
Saturday in the Citrus Bowl for UCFs
1990 Homecoming Game.
The Rocltets, a NCAA Division II
team, will meet the Knights for the first
time.
"Playing a quality team like UCF is
exciting- though it might be -like
throwing the Christians to the lions,"
Slippery Rock Coach George Mihalik said. "I don't know if we can stay with
them physically. They have us in a real
bind."
The Knights bring a record of 6-3
into the game, after beating Liberty 286 and only allowing them 165 yards.
Coming into the game, Liberty
averaged 349.3 yards per game.
The Knights also shut down Robbie
Justino, the seventh-ranked passer in
Division- I-AA, by only allowing him

113 yards passing, his second lowest cepted, he did make mistakes.
~
!'The score could have gotten ugly," \
-mark of the year.
Sean Beckton captured yet another McDowell said. "We missed Beckton in
UCF record against Liberty. Beckton the end zone twice."
holds the record for most receiving
Slippery Rock has a 4-5-1 record. Its "
yards, most receptions and most con- I-formation offense focuses around
secutive games with a reception.
tailback Scott Opalsky. In the nine
Mark Giacone ran for two touch- gameshe'splayedin,hehasl 73carries i;t'..
for 958 yards and averages 5.5 yards
downs and 69 yards against Liberty.
Giacone needs only 209 yards in the per carry.
next two games to pass Elgin Davis'
Last weekend against ClariQn, he
record of 2,1 70 career rushing yards.
ran for 251 yards in 22 carries witli two ~
"I hope he gets what he wants. He'd touchdown runs: one for 22 yards and
like to have over a hundred [yards] I'm one for 55 yards.
sure," UCF Coach Gene McDowell
"Scott Opalsky is our bread and ..
said. "He'll run the ball some in the butter ·guy. Scott is the guy for the
game, and if he runs it well he'll have a position," Mihalik said. ·
chance to get over a hundred."
The Rockets have had trouble with
\'!
Ron Johnson completed 7-of-19 injuries this year.
passes for 93 yards and one touchdown.
''We started the year with three
The game against Liberty was the quality quarterbacks who we thought
third game of the year in which UCF . could run the team. We've lost two of :ti
did not throw an interception.
Although Johnson was not inter- ·
see SLIPPERY page14

UCF falls short·
in bid to make
·ASC tournament
'

by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The La~y Knights failed to
gain a spot in the American
South Conference championship volleyball tournament
after going 1-3 in the ·final
minitournament over the
weekend.
The teams that qualify for
the championship tournament
are Arkansas State, Lamar,
New Orleans and Southwest
Lottisiana.
UCFs record stands at 1316, with a 3-9 record in American South play. The team
placed sixth in the conference.
"The results were very
disappointing," setter Kathy
Fill said. "It was very sad for
all the seniors. I guess we
didn't have it in us."
On Saturday, the Lady
Knights split the two matches

they played. Louisiana Tech
swept UCF by scores of 15-5,
15-11 and 15-6..
UCF defeated Texas PanAmerican for the second time
this season. The teams split
the first two games of the
match with the Lady Knights .
capturing the first game and
the Lady Broncos taking the
second.
UCF took the match by
winning the third and fourth
games by scores of15-5and1513, respectively.
"Pan-American is a good
defensive team," Fill said.
"They are not terrible even
though they have no conference wins. They have a couple
of good hitters. They should be
pretty good next year."
The Lady Knights also
faced a depleted squad from

Kathy Fill (6) returns a spike against Stetson last week. UCF
see VOLLEYBALL page 14 closes out its season Tuesday night in Deland.

UCF's Richter.
nominated
for Hermann
Staff Report
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF senior Karen Richter,
goaltender for the women's "
soccer team, is one of 12 national finalists for the Hermann
Award-soccer's ,.
equivalent to college football's
Heisman Trophy.
The award, which both men
and women soccer players are
eligible for, is in its third year
of existence. Former Lady
Knight Michelle Akers-Stahl ~
was the first to win the award.
The ~ winner will be announced Nov. 13.
Richter allowed 15 goals~
and had a goals-againstaverage of .871. She recorded
eight shutouts. Last season, ,.
she posted a school record of a
.254 G.A.A. with 11 shutouts.
She was named to the Soccer America MVP squad and"
earned Adldas/ISAA ScholarAthlete Soccer All-America
honors.
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"Who killed Laura Palmer?"
"The owls are not what.they seem."
Ahotcup of"Jo," doughnuts, cherry pie, cheny
stems, the one-armed man, BOB, One Eyed Jacks,
thes~ are all familiar references to the David
Lynch/Mark Frost creation known as "Twin
Peaks."
_
.
In just a few short months, .t he creative team of
Lynch and Frost, combined with the ABC publicity
machine, gave the American public something to
talkabout. Whetheryou'reafanoftheshowornot,
you have either: 1. heard of the show, 2. had a
discussion about the show, at least once, or 3. you
are a die-hard fan of the show. In terms of the
ratings, the number two answer is most likely the
correct one.
In the spc episodes that have aired so far this
season, "Twin Peaks" has dropped to number 74
in the ratings. Not an extremely
·
impressive number, but not in the ratings
basement either.
Nonetheless, at 10 p.m. Nov. 10,. the
American public will most likely tune its 1V
sets or its VCRs to ABC for the unveiling of
·
Laura Palmer's killer.

exact.
Throughout her teenage years, BOB had been
part of Laura's "downfall" in character (i.e.- her
drug abuse and wild sexual escapades). Sort of a
~"devil on the shoulder"-type of character.
BOB was so much a part of Laura's life that she
often feared he"' would eventually kill her.
When explained from this context, BOB's
introduction to the storyline seems natural.

•

antdimactr

at all.
In the
book it is
revealed
that BOB
has been a
part
of
Laur a
Palmer's
life
for
s o m e
time since the
age of 10,
to
be

r o o m
s e·r vice
attendant
comes to
the door
with
a
glass of
milk.
The 10
minutes
following
h
e ........_........._--.._ _ _ _ _ _ _B-ria-n-We_n....
te

beginning of this scene are filled with needless,
although humorous, dialogue that has
nothing to do with the rest of the episode.
And who could forget the bizarre objects
that usually wind up filling those strange
scenes? A llama in a Pacific Northwestern
town? The moose head on t he
interogation room table? All things
thrown in to make the audience laugh
and say, "huh?"

Is BOB our man?

Since the new season commenced, we
have been fed small clues as to Laura's
killer. Most of the new clues point to an
entity known as BOB.
BOB has only been seen by four
characters on the show: Laura, as
revealed in the recently published "The
Secret Diary of Laura Palmer," Laura's
mother, in a vision, Laura's cousin
Madeline, in another vision, and Ronette
Pulaski.
. A partial story of BOB's character was
not unveiled until the episode on Nov. 3.
It seems that BOB is a spiritual parasite
that feeds off fear and darkness in a given
personality. BOB had once inhabited Laura's body
and may have been the one who had a hand in her
death. That would seem to be the direction Lynch
and Frost are taking us in, but, for those Lynch
fans, we know the director is famous for leading
his audiences down one path, only to discover a
dead end.
To many critics and fans, the introduction of
BOB seemed frustrating and anticlimactic, but for
any true fan (those who have read "The Secret
Diary of
Laur a
Palmer") ,
BOB isn't

from
a
mysterious
gunman's
bullet,
when
a
semi-deaf,
90-yearold

Pocket Books

"Laura Palmer is a pop-culture
martyr: She came dead and
wrapped in plastic."
Rolling Stone
Oct. 4,1990

The Twisted World of Mr. Lynch.
David Lynch is not new to the
publiCity I controversy arena of
sto:rytelling. Film's like "Eraserhead,"
"Dune,~ "Blue Velvet" and this year'~
"Wild At Heart" have been surrounded
by lots of discussion.
Does this creative filmmaker really
deserve all the attention? Most likely, yes.
Not only has David Lynch changed the way
of telling a stocy, he has also changed the
way to look at a story.
It is tough not to keep reminding yourself,
once you're familiar with his work, that things
aren't always the way they seem-a continuing
theme in most of Lynch's work.
What you usually end up askingyourselfis, "Am
I just being takeri for a ride by this director, or will
all this make sense in the end?"
Hopefully, for the sanify of everyone that's stuck
through "Twin Peaks," this will all make sense in
the end.
The publicity machine.
Since the program's beginning · last spring,
magazine cover after magazine cover has featured
pieces 9f the ''Twin Peaks" _m ania that surrounded
the show, Sherilyn Fenn being the most heavily
publicized of them all.
So far, the show has spawned its own line ofTshirts, a soundtrack, a related soundtrack (Julee
Cruise's "Floating Into The Night"), a book ("The
Secret Diary of Laura Palmer") and a tape set ("The
Diane Tapes").

Oh, those little Lynchian touches.
Utilizing a story that's as dramatic and
frightening as it is comedic and light, Lynch/Frost
••
Many people, and they may be right, feel the
have kept the public guessing on what is going to
maj tfr publicity hurt the show. Too much press
happen next in their little town Twin Peaks.
In fact, Lynch loves to use camera time for items may pave made the public sick of seeing those two
that have no bearing on the program's storyline at simple words: Twin Peaks.
. all.
The question that is now on the lips of the
In the season opener, Kyle MacLachlan's Agent American public is "Will the show sufvive after
Cooper is lying on his hotel room floor, wounded Laura's killer is revealed?"

•
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'Jacob's Ladder'.may not be one to climb
by Garin Williamson
' ' 3ACOB'SLADDER' ' MAYENRAGE

.

some people, but I hope
will
fascinate
others... "
These are likely director Adrian
Lyne's thoughts about his .newest
creation-the film "Jacob's Ladder."
Lyne speaks from . experience of
being the director of such movies as
"Fatal Attraction" (1987). which
shocked the world with a riveting
look into home life gone bad.
"Jacob~s Ladder" is a creature born
from the same gene pool. giving a
mysterious and horrifying look on a
familiar film idea-Vietnam.
However, the true setting of the
film ·is inside the mind of Vietnam
veteran Jacob Singer (Tim Robbins-:
"Bull Durham," "Cadillac Man"). His
life takes a turn for the worse whe-n
flashbacks of the war and sights of
demons and creatures change his
idea of scinity completely.
These visions also include
memories of his ex-wife and children,
especially his youngest child, Gabe,
who died before his tour in Vietnam.
Jacob desperately tries to hold on
to his sanity. Helping . him
accomplish this are his girlfriend,
J ezzie (short for J ezzabel), played by
Elizabeth
Pena
("Down and Out in
Beverly
Hills."
·"Batteries
Not
Included),' and his
, angelic chiropractor
Louis
(Danny
Aiello- "Dp
The
Right Thing," "Papa
Don't Preach" video
for Madonna).
In his search for
Tri-Si.ar Pictures, inc.
sanity, he discovers
Jacob Singer's life turns into a nightmare in "Jacob ,.s Ladder." a web of deception
it

and murder as well as the mystery of
what's at the bottom of Jacob's
mental ladder.
Because the film deals with sanity.
Lyne keeps th~ camera moving
constantly, adding to the illusionary
effect. Lyne and special effects man,
Gordon. Smith, portray a truly
nightmarish glimpse of how dark and
deep a man's imagination can go.
The scenes jump from reality to
hallucination without any warning
or indication, keeping the viewer
constantly guessing what the real
s~ory line is. This is effective in
portraying Jacob's state of mind, but
it gives the film a disjointed feel that
distracts the viewer from other
things.
One of those things is the
character of Jacob. Robbins does a
superb job as the confused mailman,
but the shadowy, mysterious style' of
the movie hides his personality iii
illusion. so we can't get a good look
·
inside him.
There is an emotional link that
does not connect. However, the
passionate characters of J ezzie and
Louis work wonderfully as the
seductive Devil and caring Angel
extremes in Jacob's life.
Overall, "Jacob's Ladder" isa truly
original film that may haunt, or even
disturb you.
It should also
make for great
debates, especially
about what the
ending meafi:s. But
if you're in the mood
for something to get
your juices flowing ·
and get your heart
·racing, find $6 and
. invest- a couple of
hours iri "Jacob's
Ladder."

ALBUMS

Testament tells·story in each song
The Party has variety of n1usical genres; Extreme is intense Van Halen ·

1

• "Souls Of Black"
Artist: Testament
Producers: Michael Rosen
and Testament
Label: Atlantic

B

EFORE

ANALYZING

THE

latest Testament album. here is a bit of
background <;>n the band.
1986
marked
the
beginhing of Testament with
its release of "The Legacy."
This album proved that new
and different styles in the
metal genre could still be
achieved. "The Legacy," however, 'did
not sell very well at first,
maybe because many people
do not like to take risks on a
band of which they have
never heard.
It was Testament's third
release, "The_ New Order."
that earned the band almost

overnight success.
Testament immediately
became known as an
extremely aggressive and
talented band. Not only was
"The N~w Order" superior
musically, but the lyrical
content was serious and
significant, unlike the
majority of metal releases
that year. ·
The 1989 release of
"Practice What You Preach"
was not expected to do well in
· comparison to the nearperfect "The New Order."
However, "Practice What You
Preach" went even further
than "The New Order" in
sales figures, and "Practice
What You Preach" showed
that Testament had not yet
reached the climax of its
career.
The style of "Practice What
You Preach" differed greatly
from Testament's older
material, yet it had many
similarities. The same can be
said of "Souls of Black,"
Testament's latest release.
"Souls of Black" has an
overall bettet blendil).g of
instrumentation. vocals and
musical accompaniment
than any of Testament's
previous projects.
The guitar work on "Souls
of Black" is an evolved style
that conveys emotions and
images better than any of the

- The Charts
Week ending Nov. 10. 1990.

Modern Rock Tracks
1. "Merry Go Round"
The Replacements
2. "Never Enough"
The Cure
·

3. "Been Caught Stealing"
Jane's Addiction
4. "I'm Free'; The Soupdragons
5. "Crystal' Clear"
The Darling Buds

..

Hot 100 Singles

•

l. "love Takes Time"
Mariah Carey
2. "Pray"
M.C. Hammer
3. "Ice Ice Baby"
Vanilla Ice
4. "Giving You The Benefit"
Pebbles
5. "I Don't Have The Heart"
James Ingram

..
•
•

©Billboard Magazine

:..

Confetti
Atlantic

Testament sets new standards for itself in "Souls Of Black."
band's pre'Vious work. The
music is a new experience.
Each song tells its own story.
Testament has been
known as a band with very
strong and well-developed
lyrics. Among its best on past
albums are "A Day Of
Reckoning," "Greenhouse
Effect." "Perilous Nation" and
"Desciples of the Watch."
The lyrical work on "Souls

of Black" seems to follow
Testament's tradition of
Testament's
excellence.
writing style is unparalleled
by any other metal band. The
intensity can almost be
heard when the lyrics are
read, and the emotions
behind the songs can be felt
as the vocals radiate from the
·

see TESTAMENT page 3
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Party's debut album, after their tape.
If you don't want to go out acoustic. The point of this
hearing only one song, I
. "Summer Vacation" is an and buy The Party's tape song is that if love is simply
wasn't disappointed.
original rap song that deais after hearing its . latest shown. it doesn't have to be
FROM PAGE 2
There is not one song on with wanting to spend releases,
"Summer articulated.
0
the
self-titled
album
that
I
summer
vacation
at
.the
Vacation"
and
"I Found
"When I First Kissed You"
stereo.
did
not
like.
beach
but
having
to
spend
Love,"
then
hopefully
you
is
a romantic crooning song
Every track on "Souls of
reason
I
like
the
summer
vacation
in
summer
have
already
snagged
your
that
sounds like a Sinatra
The
Black" is done well, but
album
is
because
of
it~ school. "Summer Vacation" tickets to the Taylor Dayne tune. It has no funk and no
among the greatest are
was The Party's first release. · concert Friday because The metal, and, once the violins
"Absence of Light," "The variety.
It's
not
strictly
pop,
strictly
Some personal favorites Party will open for Dayne.
kick in, seems out of place on
Legacy" and "Seven Days o~
rap
or
strictly
rhythm
and
are
"Sugar
Is
Sweet
(But
Not
this
album, but the band
~ May," a song about the
blues.
Instead,
it
is
a
mixture
As
Sweet
As
You)"
and
-Kuan-Lin
Wang
delivers
all the extremes, so if
student revolt in China.
of
all
types
of
musical
genres.·
"Storm
Me."
"Sugar
Is
Sweet"
·
you
don't
like it ....
"Souls of Black" is
Members
of
The
Party
was
produced
by
Jellybean
"Get
The
Funk Out" is
probably Testament's most
blend
all
of
these
with
their
Benitez,
who
also
produced
probably
the
most
intelligent
well-written and besttalents
and
cook
up
a
"I
Found
Love"
and
is
song
on
the
album.
The point
vocal
performed album since its
menagerie
of
soft
rock,
probably
most
famous
for
his
of
the
song
is
that
you can't
debut.
rhythm and blues, rap and association with Madonna.
pl ease everybody and
The only thing I found
whatever you do, someone
- G. Jay Chapman pop songs that could make
your mouth water for more. wrong with the duet, sung by
will take it the Wrong. way.
The group consists ct five DeeDee Magno and Albert
''That's why I do/ what I want
teenagers ranging from 15 to Fields, is some of the lyrics
to I So why don't you ... "
17 years of age: _DeeDee that Fields sings to Magno,
They have a song praising '
Magno, Titfini Hale, Damon who is of Oriental origin with
money (which I hope is
sarcastic) and a.sodosexual
Pampo.l ino,AlbertFieldsand blackhairand brown eyes: "I .
Chase Hampton.
want to kiss your lips so red
commentary:
"He-man
The reason foF the group's and look in your eyes so
Woman Hater."
' formation
is
ironic . blue .. ."
• ."EXTREME II:
"It('s A Monster)" is a
The vocal ab;ility of the two Pomograffiti"
response to Faith No More's
Hollywood Records was
"Epic." The lyrics explain: "It
formed by Disney and The rises tremendously above Artist: Extreme
Party was formed because the slightly faulty lyrics. Producers: Michael Wagener is on my mind most of the
Hollywood Records needed a After all, they didn't write Label: A & M ·
time. It started when/ I
played with it, it turned into I
group to record an aibum th.i s particular song.
with its label on-it.
"Storm Me"· is sung by
FIRE-BREAiHING FUNK. Ahabit."Maybel'msick, but
In forming the band, Fields w~th an intense
metal of Extreme's I think that's funny.
• "The Party"
first album continues
· Extreme sounds exactly
Disney pulled five members ~aunt of soul. This rhythm
:. Artist: The Party
from the Mickey Mouse Club and blues ballad has some with "EXTREME II: Pomo- . like Faith No ·More ; except
Producer: Nancy Gregory
and had a contest to name wonderful lyrics that say all graffiti." This group, which with the punk replaced by
Label: Hollywood Records
the band.
that needs to be said about considers itself "Funked Up funk.
AVE You EVER GONE om
It might tum some people love. A few of the lyrics are: Fairytellers," is like Van
Importantfactorsinanyof
and boughta tape ofa off to know that The Party ~Some say it's a timeless Halen, but _ faster and my album reviews are the
virtually unknown once consisted of Mickey matter, sometimes it's an heavier.
"baby" and "yeah, yeah,
<., artist because you heard one
Mouse Club members and ageless art ... "
This true outgrowth of yeah" lack of sincerity
song and absolutely loved it? that Hollywood Records is
"Rodeo" is sung by the- groovy guitar-based blues indicators.
·
Then, after you bought the closely associated with redheaded Chase Hampton. metal has put out a 13-song
This album contains zero
It's a pop · rock song with a album worthy of my time.
uses of the word "baby" and
tape and heard the rest of the Disney.
songs, you realize you only
Anyway, don't let the fact - hip-hop beat about a guy
The guitarist , Nuno_ only · a few "yeah, yeah,
likethatonesong?
thattheyoungsingersinThe whodoesn'tquiteknowhow Bettencourt, ·has intense yeahs," counting the
Well, I have, but when I · Party were Mouseketeers to react to Rodeo, a girl he neo-classical chops and an acceptable and potentially
- went out and bought The deter you from listening to likes.
affection for choppy, but contextually meaningful call
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - well-articulated artificial and .response: "Yeah? Yeah.
harmonics.
Yeahf? Yeah!f"
Extreme's music covers a
Lyrically, these guys have
wide range, with frequent bands like Ratt wrapped up.
use of ·horn sections. The Yeah, Extreme has sexy
band members even start a songs, but they're not too
song with rap and have some frequent or lame, and with all
competent piano playing the variation on this album,
(again brought to you by the it's not overwhehn4ig.
'
nimble fingers of Nuno) .
The guitarist plays "Flight
One of the best songs on of the -Bumblebee" fast. It's '·
this album is "More , Than quite amazing, but like the
Words," which features entire album, it's may not be
Nuno
playing
folky neGessary.
-Jeff Hunn
percussive riffs on his
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There's nothing like Legend and
Lady Legend! The most uniqu_e
college rings ever designed-=
only available from ArtCarved.
This popular professional look
offers more ways to pcrson.-'r=..or.J>...
alize your col lege ring.
Don't delay- visit your
A11Carvcd represen' tal ivc during this
special sales event
to sec Legend and
the many other
styles avai.lable. ·
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Auditioningworkshop offered
UCF teams up with acting school to teach how to market talent ,

Ken Grant

Ken Grant will be fe.atured at "Intro. to Auditioning" seminar.

Staff Report

Lisa. Maile
Image,
Modeling & Acting School
and the UCF College. of
Extended Studi~s team up to
pre~ent a workshop titled
"Introduction to Auditioning
for TV & Film" on Nov. 10 at
the University's Winter Park
· facility at 1,010-AN. Orlando
Ave.
The public is invited to
attend, and enrollment at
UCF is not a prerequisite for

regristration. The workshop
is open to students age 13
and up.
Lisa Maile will speak -at
this seminar. . She will
address standard industry
- procedure, how to market
talent and legitimate vs. nonlegitimate "agencies."
Also, Ken Grant director
of1V &FilmPrograms~tLisa
Maile's, will present an
oyerview of scripted, cold and
improv auditions, along with
slating, terminology for the

business, 'versatility in
character and "type"?ng.
Grant has more than 20
years of experience in the
industry, having worked in
both the New York and Las
Angelas markets on soaps,
episodics, commercials and
film.
Grant's first big break
came when he was cast as a
regular on "Tony Orlando &
Dawn" and "The Carol,
Burnett Show."
Recently, Grant filmed
national commercials for
Anacin, Miller Beer and Twix.
This
introductory
workshop will be presented
in two parts-. The morning
session, 9 a.m. to noon, is an
informational class limited to
7 5 attendants with a $45
"'
. registration fee.
. An afternoon performance
workshop, from 1- 3:30pm.,
where students will be
· working on camera, is
limited to 20 participants, at
an
additional
$3 5
registration fee .
.If students desire to keep
their
workshop
performances, they are •
requested to bring their_ own
videotape.
A portion of this special
workshop fee Cfil1. be applied
to any adult TV & Film
program tuition at Lisa
Maile's, if students elect to .,
continue
on-camera
training.
To register for this event,
call Lisa Maile Image, ~
Modeling & Acting at 6285989, or the UCF Winter
Park Center at 623-1200 and ~
ask for Linda.
The class will be filled on a
first-come.first-served basis.

•

•
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Look for the Knight Rock Top Five Alternative and
Metal charts every Tuesday in the Features section.

fJ

SENIORS, SERIOUS ABOUT JOB HUNTING? THEN YOU NEED JOB SEEKERS
JOB SEEKERS IS A NEWSPAPER FEATURING RESUMES FROM COLLEGE STUDENTS WITH A WIDE VARIElY OF
MAJORS AND DEGREES. DESIGNED TO ASSIST PERSONNEL DIRECTORS WITH THEIR JOB HIRING NEEDS, JOB
SEEKERS IS DISTRIBUTED TO OVER 1,000 COMPANIES THROUGHOUT FLORIDAfT'S THE FASTEST AND EASIEST METHOD OF GETTING YOUR RESUME THE ATIENTION fT DESERVES!
WHY LIMIT YOUR CHOICES To ONLY THE FEW COMPANIES THAT HAVE ON CAMPUS RECRUfTERS? THERE ARE
MANY SMALL AND MID-SIZE COMPANIES THAT CAN OFFER YOU AGREAT POSISTION, SO WHY NOTTARGET
THEM TOOi
TO HAVE YOUR RESUME FEATURED IN THE DECEMBER 1990 EDITION, SEND AN UNFOLDED COPY (LIMfTED TO
ONE 8.5' X 11' PAGE) AND A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $29.95 TO:
ENTRY POINT PUBLICATIONS, P.O. BOX 13316, TAMPA, FLORIDA 33611
ALL RESUMES MUST BE RECIEVED PRIOR TO 11/5,90

IT'S ACOMPETATIVE JOB MARKET OUT THERE AND, YOU NEED EVERY ADVANTAGE YOU GAN GETI

